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Outline	

•  The	ESS	linac	

•  The	ESS	BLM	system:	detector	technologies	

•  Monte	Carlo	(MC)	simula'ons	for	the	ESS	BLM	
–  Tasks	
–  Part	of	the	simula'on	task	in	more	details.	

Note:	The	focus	is	on	the	MC	simula=ons	for	tracking	of	the	lost	protons	outside	the	beam	pipe	in	
contrast	to	the	beam	dynamics	simula=ons	for	beam	op=cs	op=miza=on	(the	lost	protons	from	
those	are	inputs	the	MC	simula=ons	under	discussion)	

	
•  Summary	
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ESS	linac	

•  ESS	–	neutron	source	based	on	a	proton	linac:	
–  Nominal	average	beam	power	=	5MW	
–  Proton	energy	at	the	target	=	2GeV	
–  Beam	current	=	62.5mA	(1.1109	p/bunch)	
–  Beam	pulse	=	2.86ms	
–  Repe''on	rate	=	14Hz	

•  Normal	conduc'on	linac	(NCL):		
LEBT,	RFQ,	MEBT,	DTL	(5	tanks).	

•  Superconduc'ng	linac	(SCL):	
Spoke,	Ellip'cal	and	HEBT	sec'ons.	
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ESS	BLM:	detector	technologies	

Plan	to	use	3	types	of	detectors	
	

1.   ESS	SCL–	ICBLM	(Ioniza?on	Chamber	
based	BLM)	

•  Showers	of	secondary	par'cles	(charged	and	
neutral)	are	expected	in	the	SC	linac.	

•  Parallel	plate	gas	Ioniza'on	Chambers	(ICs)	
developed	for	the	LHC	BLM	system	will	be	
used	–	chosen	due	to	their	fast	response.	

•  ICs	ordered	in	Summer	2014	(produc'on	line	
setup	in	Russia,	to	replenish	spares	for	LHC	
and	make	prod.	series	for	ESS	and	FAIR).	

4	Inner	structure	of	the	LCH	BLM	[1]	

Data	from	[1],	[2]	



ESS	BLM:	detector	technologies	

1.   ESS	SCL	-	ICBLM	(con?nued)	
•  Photon	background	due	to	the	RF	cavi'es	must	be	taken	into	account	when	using	ICs	a	linac	

–  Bckg.	mainly	due	to	el.	field	emission	from	cavity	walls,	resul'ng	in	bremsstrahlung	photons	
created	on	cavi'es/beam	pipe	materials	[3].	

–  Levels	are	difficult	to	predict	numerically	–	they	depend	on	the	quality	of	cavi'es,	opera'on	
condi'ons	and	'me.	

–  Energy	spectra	es'ma'on	[4]:	photons	with	
energies	up	to	tens	of	MeV	can	be	expected.	

–  Plan	to	asses	this	experimentally	as	well.	
	

•  LHC	IC	sensi'vity	to	photons:		
“cut	off”	at	transversal	photon	and	electron	
Incidence	~2MeV	(~30MeV	for	p	and	n)	[1]	

•  Background	sampling	and	subtrac'on	in	the	
signal	processing	necessary.	

2.   ESS	SCL	-	2nd	detector	type:	-	cBLM		
(Cherenkov	based	BLM)	

•  Currently	considering	to	design	Cherenkov	radia'on	sensi've	detectors.		
•  To	be	used	as	an	addi'on	to	the	ICs,	which	are	the	primary	BLM	detectors	in	the	SC	parts.	
•  Cherenkov	radia'on	based	detector	offer	inherent	rejec'on	of	the	RF	cavity	background..	
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LHC	BLM	IC	response	func=ons	[1]	



ESS	BLM:	detector	technologies	
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3.  ESS	NC	linac:		nBLM	(neutron	sensi?ve	BLM)	

•  Plane	to	place	BLM	detectors	in	the	MEBT	and	DTL	sec'ons.	
•  Par'cle	fields	outside	the	beam	pipe	and	tanks	in	this	area	

expected	to	be	dominated	by	neutrons	and	photons.	
•  RF	cavity	background	s'll	a	possible	source	of	photons	in	these	

areas	–	neutron	sensi've	detectors	should	be	considered.		
•  Micromegas	detectors	will	be	used	in	these	parts	of	the	linac.	
•  Detector	design	currently	in	development	by	the	micromegas	

experts	from	CEA	Saclay.	
•  The	idea	is	to	design	a	micromegas	detector	sensi've	to	fast	

neutrons	and	not	to	thermal	n,	X-	and	γ-rays	based	on	signal	
discrimina'on	[5].	



ESS	BLM	simula'ons:	tasks	

•  MC	simula?ons	for	tracking	the	lost	protons	needed	to	determine:	
1.  System	response	'me	limit.	
2.  Detector	loca'ons.	
3.  Dynamic	range	of	the	system.	
4.  Ini'al	MPS	threshold	seongs	at	the	startup	and	later	adjustments	to	those	-	not	

discussed	here.	
5.  An'cipated	response	of	the	system	during	fault	studies	(to	verify	the	system	

response)	–	not	discussed	here.	

•  Required	inputs:	
–  Ideally	one	would	have	

•  Expected	loss	maps	during	normal	opera'on	when	lowest	signal	expected.	
•  A	list	of	accidental	beam	loss	scenarios	with	loss	maps		together	with	the	elements	that	must	

be	protected		with	their	damage	levels.	
–  However,	simplifica'ons/assump'ons	are	needed	(discussed	later),	due	to	a	large	

number	of	possible	accidental	scenarios	in	a	linac.	

•  Simula?on	tool:	
–  Geant4	simula'on	framework	developed		by	the	ESS	neutron	detector	group	[6].	
–  Geant4	based	ESS	linac	geometry	created		(summary	of	assump'ons	and	

simplifica'ons	in	the	back-up	material)	
7	



Response	'me	

•  Required	response	'me	set	in	the	past:	
–  NC	linac	(MEBT-DTL):	~5	μs.	
–  SC	linac:	~10	μs.	
–  Numbers	based	on	a	simplified	mel'ng	'me	calcula'ons,	where	a	block	of	material	(copper	

or	 stainless	 steel)	 is	 hit	 by	 a	 beam	 of	 protons	with	 a	 uniform	 profile	 under	 perpendicular	
incidence	angle,	no	cooling	considered	[7].	

•  Numbers	recently	re-checked	with	a	Gaussian	beam	and	update	beam	
parameters:	
–  NC	linac:	calculated	mel'ng	'me	values	

of	3-4μs	imply	even	stronger	demands	on		
the	response	'me	(confirmed	with	a	MC	
	simula'on	as	well).	

–  SC	linac:	the	10μs	requirement	for		
response	'me	fits	well	with	the	results	
of	this	calcula'ons.		
However:	other	damage	mechanisms	may	
mandate	even	shorter	response	'me		
SCL	(discussed	further).	
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Response	'me	

“Worst	case”	angle	
	

•  Mel'ng	 'me	 depends	 on	 the	 incidence	 angle	 (~2	 orders	 of	 magnitude	
difference	 between	 very	 shallow	 and	 perpendicular	 incidence).	 Is	
perpendicular	incidence	a	good	assump'on?		

•  What	 is	 the	 least	 shallow	 incidence	angle	of	 the	most	 focused	beam	 that	
can	be	expected	to	hit	the	aperture?	
–  Expected	to	occur	for	a	par'cular	case	of	incorrect	seongs	for	a	set	of	corrector	

magnets	–	'me	consuming	beam	dynamics	simula'ons	required	to	asses	this.	
–  Simplifica?on	(suggested	by	R.	Miyamoto)	:		

•  Increase	one	of	 the	 ini=al	 coordinates	 x,x’,y,	 or	 y’	 at	 the	beginning	of	a	 sec=on	un=l	 the	
beam	centroid	starts	touching	the	aperture.	

•  Take	the	highest	deflec=on	along	this	sec=on	as	the	worst	case	angle.	

–  Assessment	of	this	type	performed		
for	the	DTL	and	HEBT	(courtesy		
of	R.	Miyamoto):	
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Response	'me	

Implica?ons	on	the	response	?me	
	

•  NC	linac		
–  Depending	on	the	gap	distance,	an	incidence	

close	to	perpendicular	poten'ally	possible	
in	the	DTL	tank1	due	to	the	almost	flat		
surfaces	between	the	gaps.	

–  With	the	simplified	DTL	geometry	for	the	BLM		
simula'on:	geometrically	possible	though	highly	
	improbable	-	requires	an	incidence	angle	larger	
	than	about	3	'mes	the	worst	case	one.	

–  Deserves	further	studies	with	more	accurate	DTL	mechanical	model.	

•  SC	linac		
–  Plan	to	check	the	beam	pipe	mel'ng	'me	with	the	beam	under	“worst	case”	angle.	
–  However:	degrada'on	of	cavi'es	observed	at	SNS	ater	loosing	<15μs	pulse	of	26mA	

beam	~10/day	[8].	
–  Experience	at	the	SNS	mo'vates	seong	response	'me	limit	for	ESS	SC	linac	

significantly	lower	than	15μs.	
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Detector	loca'ons	

•  Most	suitable	set	of	detector	loca'ons	(and	count):	insures	the	system	is	not	blind	
to	any	accidental	loss.	

•  In	the	absence	of	complete	list	of	accidental	losses	with,	the	following	strategy	is	
assumed	in	order	to	select	detector	loca'ons:	
–  Select	a	 set	of	 localized	 loss	 scenarios	with	selected	fixed	beam	energy,	 incidence	angle	and	

loss	loca=on	along	the	linac	sec=on	under	inves=ga=on.	
–  Incidence	angle	varied	between	the	loss	scenarios	from	~1mrad	up	to	the	“worst	case	angle”.	
–  Energy	of	 the	 lost	protons	 varies	 from	 the	 lowest	 expected	 to	 the	nominal	 value	at	 the	 loss	

loca=on.	Planned	to	asses	the	lowest	an=cipated		energy	values	in	the	near	future.	
–  Use	phantom	detector	(vacuum)	to	surround	the	sec=on	and	run	a	simula=on	for	each	of	the	

loss	 scenarios	 in	 order	 to	 produce	 hit	 maps	 of	 incoming	 neutrons	 (for	 nBLM	 NCL)	 or	 all	
par=cles	(for	ICBLM	in	SCL).	

–  Extract	 the	 hit	map	mean	 and	 RMS	 values	 along	 the	 sec=on	 length	 and	 compare	with	 the	
origin	of	the	loss.	

–  By	 comparing	 the	 results	 from	 all	 the	 simula=on	 runs	 the	 best	 detector	 loca=ons	 can	 be	
extracted.	

•  ICBLM	 in	 SCL:	 similar	 strategy	 based	 on	 op'miza'on	 methods	 combined	 with	
gene'c	algorithms	 for	selec'ng	the	 loca'ons	has	been	tried	 in	 the	past	–plan	 to	
augment	this	work	with	the	above	men'oned	simplified	strategy.	

•  nBLM	in	NCL:	current	focus	here	due	to	the	need	to	develop	specifica'ons	for	this	
detector	design.	
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Detector	loca'ons	

DTL	tank1	example	(preliminary):	
•  Proton	beam	under	50mrad	from	the	z-axis,	energy	set	to	the	nominal	values	at	the	loss	loca'on.	
•  Incoming	neutron	hit	maps	for	3	different	localized	loss	loca'ons	along	the	DTL	tank1.	

–  For	both	det1	and	det2:	peak	in	the	hit	map	visible	
•  Mean	z	values	agree	with	the	loss	loca'ons	to	~0.02	-	0.8m	depending	on	the	loss	loca'on.	
•  RMS	z	values	~1.4-1.5m	(for	both	det1	and	det2).	

–  Same	holds	if	det.	volume	placed	below	the	tank	(with	lowest	number	of	hits),	but	no	correla'on	with	loss	origin	for	det0.	

•  Looks	promising	in	the	view	of	the	BLM	system	capability	to	localize	the	loss	origin–	further	
simula'ons	needed	for	more	conclusive	results.	

12	det2	“detector”	volume	 x	
y	

z	 det1	

det0	



Dynamic	range	

Dynamic	range	can	be	determined	once	the	detector	
loca'ons	are	know	by	inspec'ng	2	extreme	cases:	
•  Highest	expected	hit	rate	

–  Marks	the	“worst	case”	accidental	loss	(most	focused	beam	
under	least	shallow	angle	hiong	a	detector).	

–  Strategy:	assume	the	“worst	case	angles”	and	use	the	simulated	
hit	rates	to	the	es=mated	the	upper	limit	for	the	dynamic	range.		

•  Lowest	expected	hit	rate		
–  Lower	limit	of	the	dynamic	range	typically	set	to	a	frac'on	of	a	
1W/m	loss	-	coming	from	a	limit	for	hands-on	maintenance.	

–  However,	to	support	tuning	and	op'miza'on	it	is	useful	asses	
scenarios	where	certain	areas	may	have	loss	levels	well	below	
the	ac'va'on	limit.	

–  The	lower	limit	of	dynamic	range	can	than	be	set	to	a	frac'on	of	
this	signal.	
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Norm.	op.	vs.	1W/m	loss	neutron	spectra	(neutrons/s	hiWng	the	det.	volumes	surrounding	the	
DTL	tanks)	in	NCL	
	

•  Note:	Results	of	the	beam	dynamics		
error	study	[9,10]	used	as	the	inputs	to		
BLM		simula=on	and	assumed	to		
represent	a	realis=c	loss	scenario	of	the	
ESS	linac	during	normal	opera=on.	

		
•  1W/m	loss:	

Increase	in	incoming	neutrons	
with	the	tank	number	(neutron	
cross	sec'on	increases	with	Ek).	
	

•  Normal	opera?on	loss:	
Neutron	flux	lowest	in	the	last	two	
tanks	(emivance	decreases	with	Ek).	
	

•  Norm.	op.	vs.	1W/m	loss	
All	spectra	for	the	1W/m	above	
the	corresponding	ones	for	norm.		
op.	loss	(except	for	DTL1,	det0,	where	
1W/m	loss	same	or	slightly	below	nor.		
op.	one).	
The	difference	increases	with	tank	
number	(~0	to	~1.5	order	of	mag.)	.	

Dynamic	range	
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Dynamic	range	

ESS	BLM	dynamic	range	specifica?ons	
	

•  nBLMs:	
Once	detector	loca'ons	and	dimensions	are	fixed:	
–  Upper	limit:	can	be	set	by	assuming	total	beam	loss	with	a	
focused	beam	under	“worst	case”	incidence	angle.	

–  Lower	limit:	can	be	set	to	a	frac'on	of	the	neutron	flux	
expected	during	the	normal	opera'on.	

•  ICBLMs:	
–  Preliminary	values	set	in	the	past	[11]:	

•  “BLM	is	required	to	be	able	to	measure	at	least	1%	of	1W/m	loss	
during	normal.	opera'on	and	up	to	1%	of	the	total	beam	loss”.		

•  Gave	es'ma'on	on	the	ICLBM	current	range:	~800nA	–	few	mA.	
–  Plan	to	re-assess	that	once	the	ICBLM	detector	loca'ons	are	
fixed.	
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Summary	

•  ESS	BLM	detector	technologies:	
–  Ioniza'on	chambers	will	be	used	as	the	primary	detector	in	the	SCL	parts	

(ICBLM).	
–  Future	plans:	explore	an	op'on	to	use	Cherenkov	radia'on	based	

detectors		as	a	complementary	monitor	to	the	ICBLM	in	SCL.		Advantage:	
inherent	rejec'on	of	the	RF	cavity	background.	

–  Novel	neutron	sensi've	micromegas	detectors	will	be	used	as	BLMs	in	the	
NCL	parts	–	detector	design	in	development	by	the	micromegas	team	
from	CEA	Saclay.	

•  ESS	BLM	Monte	Carlo	simula?ons:	
–  All	past	efforts	connected	to	simula'ons	exclusively	focused	on	the	

ICBLM.	
–  Currently	the	focused	turned	to	the	nBLMs	due	to	the	need	for	the	nBLM	

detector	design	specifica'ons.	
–  Strategies	to	determine	the	specifica'ons	needed	for	the	design	of	the	

BLM	system	(response	'me,	detector	loca'ons,	dynamic	range)	were	
discussed.	

–  Some	preliminary	results	for	the	nBLMs	were	presented,	together	with	
the	past	results	focused	on	the	ICBLMs.	 16	
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Back	up	material	



ESS	NCL:	par'cle	fields	

•  DTL:	protons	(3.6-90MeV)	stopped	in	the	3-5cm	stainless	steel	walls.	

•  Expected	par'cle	fields		
outside	of	the	DTL	tanks		
dominated	by	neutrons	and		
photons.	
	

•  Same	conclusion	holds	for		
MEBT	(3.6MeV).	
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Range	of	protons	in	copper	and	SS316L	
(calcula=ons	with	SIRM	[12])	



•  Photon	background	due	to	the	RF	cavi'es	mainly		
due	to	field	emission	from	electrons	from	cavity	
walls,	resul'ng	in	bremsstrahlung	photons		
created	in	the	field	of	nuclei	of	cavity/beam	pipe		
materials	[3].	

•  Energy	spectra	es'ma'ons	show	that	photons	up	to	few	tens	of	MeV	can	be	
expected	[4]:	
–  A	MC	code	(FLUKA)	was	used	for	these	es'ma'ons		

where	a	pencil	electron	beam	is	impac'ng	a	4mm	
niobium	foil.	

–  Purple	curves	on	the	plot	on	the	let	show	expected	energy		
spectra	for	the	photons	produced	at	the	exit	of	the	foil:	

•  Solid	line	–	for	the	monochroma'c	beam	of	electrons	with	energy	of	25MeV	
•  Doved	line	–	for	the	beam	of	electrons	with	uniform	energy	distribu'on		

from	0	to	25MeV.	
•  Spectra	are	normalized	per	number	of	primaries.	

–  Note:	maximum	acc.	Gradient	expected	at	ESS	~25MeV/m,	cavity	size	~1m.		

Background	photons	due	to	RF	cavi'es	
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ESS	nBLM	
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nBLM	–	the	neutron	sensi?ve	BLM	
•  Micromegas	detectors	will	be	used	in	these	parts	of	the	linac.	
•  Detector	in	development	by	the	micromegas	experts	from	CEA	Saclay		
•  The	idea	is	to	design	a	micromegas	detector	sensi've	to		

fast	neutrons	and	“blind”	to	thermal	n,	X-	and	γ-rays	
based	on	signal	discrimina'on	[5].	
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Cd	or	other	absorber	

•  Current	proposal:	assembly	of	2	modules	[5].	
–  1st	module	(slow	losses)	

•  Capable	of	monitoring	low	fluxes	(~few	n	cm-2s-1).	
•  Polyethylene:	moderator	to	thermalize	the	incoming	fast	n.	
•  B4C	layer(s)	to	capture	thermalized	n.	
•  Cd	(~mm)	to	eliminate	background	thermal	n.	

–  2nd	module	(fast	losses)	
•  appropriate	for	high	fluxes	of	fast	n,	coming	from	the	front.	
•  Polyethylene	for	n	conversion	to	p	recoils	(~	few	mm)	through	n	

elas'c	scavering	on	H	atoms.	
•  Al	foil	or	deposi'on	(~50nm)	on	the	polyethylene	(thickness	defines	

the	neutron	energy	threshold),	followed	by	a	micromegas.	

Taken	from	[5]	

Taken	from	[5]	



BLM	ESS	simula'ons:	SW	and	linac	
geometry	

•  Simula?on	tool:		
–  Geant	4	(v10.00.03)	simula'on	framework	developed		by	the	ESS	neutron	detector	group	[6]	
–  Physics	list:	QGSP_BIC_HP	
–  Cuts:	

•  No	tracking	cuts	set	
•  Produc'on	cuts:	for	e-,e+	and	photons	set	to	10m;	for	p	set	to	0	

•  Geant4	based	ESS	linac	geometry	created	
–  Certain	element	models	(quads,	Spoke	and	ellip'cal	cavi'es,	mid	part	of	the	ellip'cal	cryomodules)	adapted	and	

changed	where	needed	from	exis'ng	ESS	linac	model	made	for	the	shielding	calcula'ons	[13].	
–  Magne'c	field	maps	for	the	SCL	quads	outside	the	beam	pipe	included	–	important	impact	on	the	simula'on	

results	for	detectors	placed	close	to	the	quads	[14]	
–  Aperture	along	the	linac	follows	the	values	in	the	2015	baseline	beam	physics	laoce	of	the	ESS	linac	(2015.v1)	
–  Tunnel	walls	included	(important	for	neutron	spectra)	
–  Current	simplifica'ons:	

•  Simplified	quad	geometry	(yoke	and	coil	extent,	also	the	length	the	quads	in	the	end	parts	of	the	linac	has	
recently	changed)	

•  Simplified	model	of	the	DTL	gaps	(build	with	1-2	cylindrical	shapes	on	each	side	of	a	gap	with	frac'on	(gap	
distance)/(cell	width)	fixed	for	each	tank)	

•  Model	for	cavi'es	in	High	Beta	sec'ons	is	calculated	by	scaling	part	of		the	Medium	Beta	cavity	profile		
•  Not	included:	postcouplers		in	DTL,	Beam	instrumenta'on,	Correctors,	supports,	MEBT	chopper	and	

chopper	dump	,	spoke	cavity	inser'ons	
22	



ESS	BLM	simula'ons:	linac	geometry	
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Response	'me	

•  Required	response	'me	set	in	the	past:	
–  In	NC	linac	(MEBT-DTL):	~5	μs.	
–  In	SC	linac:	~10	μs.	
–  Numbers	based	on	a	simplified	mel'ng	'me	calcula'ons,	where	a	block	of	material	

(copper	or	stainless	steel)	is	hit	by	a	beam	of	protons	with	a	uniform	profile	under	
perpendicular	incidence	angle,	no	cooling	considered	[7].	

•  Numbers	recently	rechecked	with	update	parameters	and	Gaussian	beam	
profile	
–  SRIM	[12]	calcula'ons	used	to	extract	the	highest	dE/dx	(at	the	Bragg	peak),	where	

highest	temperature	is	reached.	This	serves	as	an	input	to	calculated	the	'me	
needed	to	reach	the	mel'ng	temperature	under	constant	irradia'on.	

–  For	the	NC	linac	recheck	with	a	MC	calcula'on	for	the	worst	case	(most	focused	
3.6MeV	beam	under	perpendicular	incidence)	–	mel'ng	'me	values	agree	(3-4μs)	

–  NC	linac:		the	calcula'ons	imply	that	we	should	be	even	faster	than	5μs	
–  SC	linac:	the	10μs	requirement	for	response	'me	fits	well	with	these	calcula'ons	
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ESS	linac	normal	opera'on	

Expected	loss	map	during	normal	opera?on	[9,10]:	
•  A	beam	dynamics	error	study	performed	(on	the	2015	baseline	beam	physics	

laoce	of	the	ESS	linac	–	2015.v1).	
•  Errors	applied	to	10k	machines	(600k	macropar'cles	each).	
•  Error	tolerance	set	to	100%	of	the	nominal	value	–	apart	for	dynamic	error	(RF	

jiver),	where	error	tolerance	increased	to	200%.	
•  Results	of	these	study	used	as	the	input	to	the	BLM	MC	simula'ons	of	lost	

protons	and	assumed	to	represent	a	realis'c	scenario	of	the	ESS	linac	during	
normal	opera'on	loss.	
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Norm.	op.	vs.	1W/m	loss	in	NCL	

Simula?on	seWngs:	
•  Normal	opera?on:		

–  A	beam	dynamics	error	study	performed	[9,10].	
–  Results	of	the	error	study	used	as	the	input	to	the	BLM	MC	simula'ons	of	lost	protons	and	

assumed	to	represent	a	realis'c	loss	scenario	of	the	ESS	linac	during	normal	opera'on.	
–  Lost	protons	in	the	BLM	MC	simula'on	were	sampled	from	the	lost	par'cle	distribu'on	

(direc'on	azimuth	and	polar	angle,	posi'on	azimuth	angle,	energy)		obtained	from	the	
previously	men'oned	beam	dynamics	error	study.	
•  No	limita'on	on	the	sta's'c	of	the	BLM	simula'on.	
•  No	assump'ons	on	the	lost	par'cle	distribu'ons.	
•  Correla'on	observed	(and	used	in	sampling)	between	the	azimuth	angles	for	lost	proton	

posi'on	and	momentum	direc'on	
•  1W/m	loss:	

–  Uniform	distribu'on	of	lost	protons	assumed	along	the	linac.	
–  Proton	momentum	direc'on	polar	angle	form	the	beam	axis	fixed	to	1mrad.		
–  Proton	posi'on	azimuth	angle	(ver'cal	plane)	sampled	uniformly	around	the	aperture.	
–  Energy	set	to	the		nominal	value	at	the	lost	proton	loca'on.	

•  Geometry:	
–  Included	sec'ons:	MEBT,	DTL1-5,	4	first	cryomodules	of	the	Spoke	sec'on	
–  Phantom	detectors	(vacuum)	placed	around	the	tanks	(see	p13	and	p8)	 26	


